ANALYSIS OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY PROCLAIMED SENA
Question by AIGETOA:

vvd

What is your stand on DPC for JTO to SDE? Why are You not pursuing it despite
availability of sufficient vacancies. Why You did not pursue for implementation
of CPSU Hierarchy all these two years and you sing this song only when JTO to
SDE DPC is on track. Why have you not written a single letter for expediting the
DPC process for JTO to SDE DPCs? Do you consider DPCs as illegal? What
happened to your agitation notice for CPSU which you served in November
2019. What was the settlement that you never initiated this process ever again.
Why You ditched AIGETOA in 2017 also as well as earlier in 2007 when you
agreed for Financial upgradations instead of Time Bound Functional
Promotions.

Answer by Proclaimed SENA:
Are you remembering JTO to SDE promotion only when change of membership
window comes or MV comes? Now if AIEGOTA Co started thinking the need for
implementation of CPSU CH, it is welcome. After having defeated the DPC process initiated
by BSNL for promotion from JTO to SDE against the available vacancies as per HC order
and insisting Contempt action against CMD and GM Pers, your crocodile tears is known to
all well informed Executives. Can you dare to refresh your update during June 2018
regarding DPC from JTO to SDE and contempt results? Can you own your statements after
discussion with Dir HR whom you conveniently exempted from contempt proceeding under
false belief? How many promotion dates you announced and how many representations
you have collected for posting as SDEs from these innocent JTOs waiting for promotions
under misrepresentations and for collecting money in the name of court case.
By filing case at CAT Ernakulam against CPSU CH on 01.12.2017, just one day before the
Board meeting, you have thwarted the implementation of CPSU CH from 01.01.2017 and
now asking why it is not implemented. Only those having the rhino skin can put such
questions. Even if you wash your hand in all seven seas, the blood cannot be washed out
for the treachery AIEGOTA Co committed to all Executives. Let AIEGOTA Co clearly say
they want to implement CPSU CH.
Why you ditched SNEA and the Executives after the Board approval of CPSU CH? Why you
are opposing all the promotions made in June, 2018? Is it because the coming MV?
SNEA negotiated, got Board approval for CPSU CH on 28.05.2018. It will give promotion
for JTO/JAO as SDE/AO after 4-5 years (instead of 20 years) and AGM/CAO/EE promotion
after 8-10 years (instead of 20 years). SNEA will get it implemented from 01.07.2018 itself.
It is a known fact that you stopped the DPC and trying to stop CPSU CH
implementation just to stop any promotion before the MV and make the
Executives against SNEA! But the Executives know that if SNEA could give
14000 promotions during last 3 years, in the most challenging period, it is
capable to give promotion for more than 15000 Executives in the coming 3
years.
We are sure that after MV AIEGOTA Co will come to SNEA as they did after last MV for
resolutions of cadre issues including implementation of CPSU CH.
You ditched AIBSNLEA in 2017. In 2018, You ditched SNEA and all the Executives waiting
for promotion.

Analysis by AIGETOA:
Great, you are again accepting that you did nothing. In your Opinion,
AIGETOA with a membership count of around 4000 at that time thwarted
everything and you with a membership count of 22000 kept sitting idle like
cowards. Then on what basis you are asking for votes again. Just go and sit
silently. We will handle everything and ensure promotions for all. You also
have not answered whether you are willing to pursue for DPC/LDCE or not.
You also did not informed why you are against the promotions as per RR.
You also did not inform us why you filed review on something which was
not even challenged. How much more you want to bluff all.
BTW still we are not aware about what happened to your agitation notice
of November 2019 on CPSU. Isn’t it extremely funny that you are saying in
July 2020 that you will get the policy implemented from July 2018. Why
you were sitting idle like cowards when the policy was that much
implementable. Why you were sitting in Dharna just two days back from
your so called golden date of 01.07.2018. Your submissions and write-ups
give us a feel of comic book which children may enjoy. Not the learned and
qualified BSNL Recruits.
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